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SUMMARY: Aesthetics of the teeth is of great importance to patients, including tooth color. Of the various causes of tooth discoloration fluorosis, enamel hypoplasia, medication staining etc. is commonly encountered. The treatment options for discoloration are varied depending on individual case basis. The purpose of this article is to report the advanced treatment options for generalized intrinsic discoloration encompassing power bleaching to veneers to full mouth rehabilitation with porcelain laminates and ceramic crowns.
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INTRODUCTION: Today’s dental patients are better educated than in the past as various media have provided our patients with insights on the latest advances and research. One major area that our patients are requesting more information on is esthetic dentistry. Dental services to enhance personal appearances have increased over recent years. Patients are also no longer satisfied with simple bleaching procedures and insist on pearly white teeth as the final outcome.¹

The type of treatment instituted for patients with discoloration depends on patient's motivation towards dental treatment, the depth of discoloration and expectation of outcome.² Here, three case reports are presented of patients with different degrees of discoloration and expectation of outcomes treated by power bleaching, composite veneers and porcelain veneers and full crowns respectively.

CASE REPORT A: A patient named Dijeesh aged 26 reported with a complaint of severely discolored teeth. He presented a history of discoloration since childhood. On examination the case was diagnosed as moderate to severe fluorosis according to Dean’s fluorosis index. [Fig.1 (A)]

The case was treated by Power bleaching using Laser power and 35% hydrogen peroxide as bleaching agent.³ Following oral prophylaxis, isolation was achieved using Opal dam and tissue retractors. Vaseline was used on the lips. Isolation from the caustic acid is of utmost importance in power bleaching. In this technique, laser light activates the bleaching agent. A fresh mix of gel was placed over the teeth and left in cycles of 10 mins each. [Fig 1(B)] The gel was suctioned off the teeth and the teeth wiped using damp gauze. A further fresh mix was then applied, activated and left for the same length of time.⁵ At the end of three activation cycles of 10mins each, the patient was happy with the results [Fig 1(C)].

CASE REPORT B: Manohar, aged 28, reported to our hospital with a complaint of rough discolored teeth. On examination the case was found to be moderate to severe fluorosis according to Dean’s fluorosis index with pitting and banding of enamel observed. [Fig.2 (A)]
Treatment was carried out by giving direct composite resin veneers from 13 -23 because of the time and financial constraints of the patient and his expectation out of the treatment for smoother whiter teeth. Bleaching was not an option in this case due to the surface roughness and banding present which dictated an invasive procedure. The treatment involved veneer preparation (window preparation), etching and bonding with Prime & bond followed by buildup using nano-composite ceram-X duo (Dentsply India) and polishing with Super snap (Shofu Inc., Japan). The patient got the desired result and was satisfied with the treatment.

CASE REPORT C: Patient named Shabbir, aged 29 reported with a complaint of severely discolored teeth. He was aware that his discoloration was due to the medication Tetracycline. On examination severe brownish to bluish discoloration of tooth with banding was observed. The discoloration was generalized and the patient had high expectations out of the treatment with respect to alteration of the esthetics. Hence the treatment plan was construed to go ahead with Porcelain laminates for the upper anteriors from 13-23 and all-ceramic crowns for the lower anteriors 33-43 and first premolars as his occlusion was not favorable for laminates with lower.

Pre operative impressions were taken, veneer and crown preparations were carried out followed by temporaries given on the same day. The veneers and crowns were luted in the next sitting using Rely X U-100 adhesive resin cement. The patient got the desired results and was happy with the treatment.

DISCUSSION: In case A, power bleaching was opted for as it gives immediate results in about an hour. In this technique, heat source, is replaced with plasma arc lamps, LED lights, or lasers. The dentist here has complete control throughout the procedure and is able to stop when the desired shade is achieved. Power bleeding works by the permeation of oxygenating per hydroxyl free radicals through enamel micro pores along a diffusion gradient and into the dentine where it oxidizes the stains and thereby bleaches the teeth. The main advantages of this technique are that it produces immediate results and avoids problems with home bleaching procedures such as gag from trays and there is no problem of distaste as for home bleaching gel. The biggest disadvantage is the caustic nature of the 35-50% hydrogen peroxide. The need for a meticulous protocol in handling, applying, removal and disposal of these materials is essential.

In case B, Because of the time and financial constraint given by patient, direct composite veneer treatment option was selected. Veneers have been successfully employed for management moderate grade fluorosis. Advantage of direct composite veneer is that it is done with minimal chair time compared to indirect veneers. The only disadvantage being its wear & color stability which the patient was made aware of, that it might have to be replaced over the years.

In case C, patient had severe discoloration and a high motivation to undergo the best treatment. The treatment of restoring severe tetracycline discoloration patients with porcelain laminates and metal free crowns requires careful preparation. Sensitivity of the teeth should be observed for and preparation should be limited to minimal depth required. It is very important to ask the lab to place a masking layer while fabricating the laminates. Bleaching prior to tooth preparation is also an option in case of mild discoloration. Advantage of this procedure is that the desired aesthetic results and functional efficiency is achieved on a long term basis.
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In each of the treatment options described above, each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. A good clinician should be aware of all the treatment options available, assess its merits and demerits and select the best treatment option according to individual patient needs and desires.

CONCLUSION: Intrinsic discoloration of teeth is a major aesthetic problem. Our society tends to dislike yellowing of teeth that comes with age or stains. White teeth are not only attractive but are also indicative of nutritional health, self-esteem & hygiene. The purpose of this article was to report various advanced treatment options for discolored teeth from a conservative bleaching management to extensive full veneer/crown restorations. So it is in the interest of both patient and dentist that the dentist be aware of all the treatment modalities available to us. Newer treatment options which combine these various treatment modalities are also emerging. However, the severity of the lesion alone determines the treatment option.
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Fig. 1: Intraoral photograph showing Laser Bleaching.

Fig. 2: Placement of Composite veneers.
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Fig. 3: Treatment of Tetracycline staining – Porcelain veneers.
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[C] Post-operative - 1wk recall.
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